Raptor Ridge Hunts 2020 Hunt report
Welcome to our 2020 Trophy Hunt end of year hunt report, regardless of the Covid 19 pandemic we
held up our reputation as the number 1 Hunting Outfitter in Australia. Our year started in February
with two huge Red Stags taken by Randall and Nicholas, Randall was back after a successful hunt in
2019 with a giant 17 point Red Stag and
Nicholas was kicking off a 3 species hunt for
Red, Fallow and Ram, smashing a Platinum
Stag 400+DS on his very first Trophy Hunt.
Tyron from western Victoria was back for a
3 species hunt but ended up with 4 very
impressive trophies starting with a 27 point
Platinum Red, Trophy Fallow, huge 40” goat
and a double curl Trophy Red Ram.

Andrew was back and wanted to
find a wide Red Stag and a Red
Ram, he wasn’t disappointed when
after 4 days we found what he was
after.
David, Clare and James were also
back looking for a trophy Red and a
Snowy Ram
each, this was
a family hunt
that we
managed to
squeeze in pre
the shut
downs.
When NSW reopened we replanned
the hunts to accommodate David with a nice square 30” Rusa
then Rachelle and Chris for a big 17 point Trophy Red and nice Rusa and Trophy Fallow.
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Luke came for a Trophy Red Ram along with Paul and Nicholas was also back for his Trophy Snowy
Mt Ram.

Once the restrictions were lifted we began hunting hard for a
quality Trophy Red for Stewart he wasn’t disappointed with this
16 point cracker

These are just a few of the big trophies we
landed in 2020 with plenty of opportunity to
secure great trophies in 2021 so give us a call
or email us through our web site contact page
still a few openings left for 2020.
www.raptorridgeranch.com, Steve or Mark

